Tennis Match Results  
Florida State vs FGCU  
3/13/2022 at Fort Myers, Fla.  
(FGCU Tennis Complex)

#61 Florida State 5, #62 FGCU 2

### Singles competition
1. #16 Petra Hule (FSU_W) def. BARDET, Emma (FGCUW) 6-4, 6-1
2. Vic Allen (FSU_W) def. COLMENARES, Isabella (FGCUW) 6-1, 6-1
3. Anna Arkadianou (FSU_W) def. FERDING, Ida (FGCUW) 6-1, 7-5
4. NORIN, Fanny (FGCUW) def. Olympe Lancelot (FSU_W) 6-2, 6-3
5. Kianah Motosono (FSU_W) def. OSSA, Jordana (FGCUW) 6-2, 4-6, 7-5
6. RETORTILLO, Alba (FGCUW) def. No player (FSU_W), by forfeit

### Doubles competition
1. Petra Hule/Anna Arkadianou (FSU_W) def. FERDING, Ida/BARDET, Emma (FGCUW) 6-3
2. Vic Allen/Kianah Motosono (FSU_W) def. RETORTILLO, Alba/COLMENARES, Isabella (FGCUW) 6-2
3. OSSA, Jordana/GLANTZ, Lola (FGCUW) def. No player/No player (FSU_W), by forfeit

Match Notes:
Florida State 7-6; National ranking #61
FGCU 6-5; National ranking #62
Order of finish: Doubles (3,2,1); Singles (6,2,1,3,4,5)
T-3:06  A-87